Environmental sensitivity and heterosis for egg laying in Drosophila melanogaster.
Genotype × temperature interactions for egg laying were studied in Drosophila melanogaster using two sets of half diallel crosses: one between inbred lines of the same geographic origin, and the other between established laboratory, newly derived inbred lines from different geographic origins. The sensitivity of most genotypes to changes in temperature was adequately described as a linear regression of mean in temperature. The regression coefficients (linear sensitivities) were heterogeneous between genotypes. Hybrids were more affected by temperature variation than were inbreds. All the heterogeneity of linear sensitivities was accounted for by a linear function of the genotypic means, which strongly suggests that a scale effect is responsible for the differences in sensitivity to temperature. In contrast, no general relationship was found between standard error deviation (sensitivity to small environmental changes) and mean performance between genotypes, although hybrids tended to be less variable than inbreds. This shows that the sensitivity to environmental variation depends not only on the genotype, but also on the nature of the environmental variation. The variability within temperatures may be affected by the general homeostasis of individual genotypes, while the variability between temperatures could be the result of genes directly affecting the trait and their multiplicative interaction with the environment.